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CHAPTER 349

VEHICLES -POWERS OF STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES

(3) In a county havingg a population of at least 500,000, city
councils and village boards may, as to streets within their
corporate limits, and the county board may , as to all other
highways, establishh one-way lanes to be used only by speci-
fied public transportation vehicles but only to facilitate mass
transit and taxicab movement . The authority granted by this
subsection may be exercised extraterritorially by the county
board of the populous county on those portions of county
trunk and state trunk highways in contiguous counties which
are within 2 miles of the populous county if ' the highways so
affected are connected to highways similarl y affected in the
populous county and if the . board of the contiguous . county
concurs .

(4) If a violation under s . 34.3 . . .305 or 346,63 or a local
ordinance in conformity with s . 34663 (1), (5)` or (7) occurs
within a law enforcement officer ' s ,jur i sdiction , he or she may
enforce the violation anywhere in the state :

History : : 1971 c 234, 277 ; 1973 c . 86, 87, 336 ; 1979 c 59; 1981 c . 20, 165 ;
1983 a : 535; , 1985 a, 194; 1987 a . 3, 27 ; 1989 a.. 105 .

City ordinance prohibiting loud and unnecessary tire or engine noise held
valid under 349.03 (1) and 349 : 06(1) , City of .Janesville v Garthwaite, 83 W
(2d) 866, 266 NW (2d) 4, 18 ( 19'78) ,

EXPRESS REGULATORY POWERS

349.06 ` Authority to adopt traffic regulations in strict con-
formity with state law. (1) Except for the suspension or
revocation of motor vehicle operator ' s licenses, any local
authority may enact and enforce any traffic regulation which
is in strict conformity with one or- more provisions of chs. 341
to 348 and 350 for which the penalty for violation thereof is a
forfeiture . .
'(1m) Notwithstanding sub . (1), a municipal court may

suspend a license for a violation of a local ordinance in
conformity with s 346 . 63 (1) or (2m)

(2) Traffic regulations adopted by local author ities which
incorporate by reference existing or future amendments to
chs., 340 to 348 shall be deemed to be in strict conformity and
not contrary to or inconsistent with ` such chapte r s : This
'subsection dots not require local traffic regulations to incor-
porate state traffic laws by reference in order to meet the
requirements of s „ 349„0.3 or sub (1) .

History: : 19 '71 c . 27' 7, 2 '78, ,30'7 ; 1973 c . 336; 19 ' 75 c . 248 ; 1981 c. 20; 1987 a .
3, . 27.

349 and 349.06 must be read together , A city cannot by ordinance im-
pose stricter restrictions on possession of beer in a vehicle than the statute
provides. . . . Janesville v,Walker, 50 W (2d) 35, 183 NW (2d) 158 .

See note to 349 03, citing City of ',Janesville v , Garthwaite, 83 W (2d)$66,
266 NW (2d) 418 (1978)

GENERAL PROVISIONS

349 .01 Words and phrases defined . ( 1 ) Words and phrases
defined in s .. 340.01 are used in the same sense in this chapter
unless a different definition is specifically provided

(2) In this chapter, "chauffeur" means a person employed
full time, or on a regular basis, including leased drivers, for the
principal purpose of operating a motor' vehicle .,

History: ' 1989 a : 105,

349.02 Police and traffic officers to enforce law . It is the
duty of the police, sheriff's and traffic departments of every
unit of government and each authorized department of the
state to enforce chs 346 to 348 and .350 .. Police officers,
sheriffs ; deputy sheriffs and traffic officers are authorized to
direct all traffic within their respective,jurisdictions either in
person, or, by means,.of visual or audible signal in accordance
with chs . : .346 to .348.and .350 In the event of fire orr other
emergency, police officers, sheriffs, deputy sheriffs and traffic
officers and officers of the fire department may direct traffic
as conditions may require notwithstanding the provisions of
chs. 346 to 348 and 350 . .

History: 1971 c, ,277; 1987 a .. 34,399..
' S heri ff has p ower to temporarily close any highway in co u nty i n case of
emergency and todivert traffic. 67 At ty,: Gen :335 ..

349 .03. =.Regulation by local authori ties forb idden; excep-
t ions. (1) Chapters 341 to 348' and 350 shalll be uniformm in
operation throughout the state.. . : No local authority may
enact or enforce any ,traffic regulation unless such regulation :

(a) Is not contrary to or inconsistent with chx : .341. to 348
and 350; or

(b) Is expressly authorized by ss . 349 .066 to 349 .25 or, some
other provision of the, statutes,

(2) No local authority may enact or enforce any traffic
regulation providing for- suspension or revocation of motor
vehicle operator's licenses or requiring locall registration of
vehicles, except as authorized by s 341 . .35, or in any manner
excluding or prohibiting any motor vehicle,: mobile home,
trailer or semitrailer -whose owner, has complied with chs, . 341
to 348 from the free use of all highways, except as authorized
by sub, (3) and ss . . 66 .046 (1), 349 .13, 349,17, 349 :22 and
349.23 .,

(2m) Notwithstanding sub, (2), a municipal court may
suspend a license for aa violation of a'local ordinance in
conformity with s . 346'..63(1) or (2m)..
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stop signs and traffic signals at intersections on highways
over, which it has exclusive jurisdiction .

History: 1975 c . 1 92 ; 1977 c . 29 s 1654 (3), (8) (a); 1977 c 116 ss. 7, 8, 9 ;
1 977 c.272; 1979 c.. 34 .

Legislative Council Note, 1977 : Section 349.08 (6) (a), relating to the place-
me nt ofyield signs, is renumbered s . 349 07 (7) (a) and amended to prohibit the
use of yield signss in lieu of stop signs where a highway directly crosses a
through 2-way highway; the present prohibition against the use of yield signs
in lieu of stop signs is overly broad in that it is not restricted to highways which
directly cross through highways.. By definition, the entrances to a "through
high way" from intersecting h ighways must be controlled by traffic control sig-
nals or stop signs; "through highway" is defined ins 340 .01 (67), [Bill 465-A]

349.08 Cost of signs and' traffic ,control signals. The de-
partment may, when requested, furnish official traffic control
devices and highway paint at cost to any local authority ..

History : 1975 c . 23, 48, 237, 239, 367, 422; 1977 c 29 s. 1654 (3), (8) (a) ;
1977c 116

349.085 Authority to install stop signs at railroad grade
crossings. Local authorities may, by ordinance, when they
deem it necessary for the public safety, installl official stop
signs at public traveled railroad grade crossings on highways
maintained by the respective authorities .

,History : 1977c. 116

349.09 Authority to removee prohibited signs or signals .
Every sign, signal, marking or device which is placed, main-
tained ox displayed in violation of s . 346 .41 is declared to be a
public nuisance The authority in charge of maintenance of
the highway in question may notify in writing the owner or
occupant of the premises upon which the nuisance exists or
the person causing or maintaining the nuisance to remove the
same .. If such nuisance is not removed within 30 days after
such notice is given or if an unauthorizedd signal or device is
found to be in operation at any time after such notice is given,
the authority in charge of maintenance of the highway may
cause the nuisance to be removed and collect the expense of
removal from the person notified to remove it . The expense
of removal may be charged against the premises and, upon
certificate: of the highway authority causing the removal,
assessed as are other special taxes .

349'. 10 ` Authority to designate one-way highways , safety
zones, turns and lanes. (1) The department, county highway
committees' and local authorities in regard to highways under
their respective jurisdictions, may :

(a) Declare by order, ordinance' or resolution and desig-
nate by appropriate signs any highway or portion thereof to
be a one-way highway, and- require that all vehicles be
operated in one specific direction' on such highway .

(b) Designate by mark or markers certain places on
highways as safety zones or erect' and maintain islands of
safety and regulate and control traffic with respect to such
safety zones and islands of'safety .

(c) By order, ordinance or resolution and by the erection of
appropriate signs, prohibit right or left turns at intersections
by all vehicles or by certain types of vehicles .

(d) Place official traffic control devices within or adjacent
to intersections and thereby require and direct that a different
course from that .specified in s : 346 .31 be traveled by vehicles
turning at the intersection .

(e) Mark lanes for traffic upon any roadway and designate
specific lanesfor slow-moving trafficc or for traffic moving in
a particular direction

(f) By order, ordinance or resolution and by the erection of
appropriate signs, prohibit U-turns at specified locations .
The local authority with the approval of'the department may
prohibit U-turns and erect appropriate signs on state trunk
highways within cities and villages .,

(2) No local authority shall declare any part of 'a connect-
ing highway between portions of the state trunk -highway

349.065 Uniform traffic control devices. Local authorities
shall place and maintain traffic control devices upon high-
ways under their jurisdiction to regulate, warn, guide or
inform traffic . The design, installation and operation or use
of new traffic control devices placed and maintained by local
authorities after the adoption of the uniform traffic control
devices manual under' s.. 84.02 (4) (e) shall conform to the
manual .. After January 1, 1977, all traffic control devices
placed and maintained' by local authorities shall conform to
the manual
History : 1973 c; 185.

349 .07 Authority to designate through highways . (1) The
department may, when ,'it' deems it necessary for the public
safety, by order- declare any state trunk highway or connect-
ing highway or, portion thereof to be a through highway . .

(2) Every county highway committee may, whenn it deems
necessary for the publicc safety, by order declare any countyy
trunk highway or portion thereof to be a through highway,
except that where a state trunk highway intersects a county
trunk .k highway the department shall designate the through
highway . . ,

(3) Every local authority may when it deems it necessary
for the public safety, by ordinance or resolution declare any
highway or•portion thereof under its exclusive jurisdiction to
be a-through highway..
" (4) No or'der', ordinance or resolution declaring any high-

way to be a through highway is effective until official stop
signs or, traffic control 'signals have been installed at the
entrances thereto from other highways . .

( 5) Through highway declarations under this section shall
not apply to any paralleling service roads..

( 6) (.a) Nothing in this section shall prohibit local authoii-
ties from placing additional stop signs on the roadway or
temporary school zoning warning signs or temporary stop
signs in the roadway at school crossings during periods of
daylight when school children are using such crossings if such
signs do not physically obstruct traffic

(b) Nothing in this section shall 'prohibit local authorities
from placing temporary stop signs in the roadway at intersec-
tions or crosswalks for limited periods of"time ifthe local
authorities deem it necessary for the public safety and if the
signs do not physically obstruct traffic

(7),(a) The department may, when it deems necessary for
the public safety, by order provide for the installation of yield
signs on state trunk highways and connecting highways, : and
the governing bodyy of any city, or county, may by ordinance
or resolution provide, when it deems it necessary, for the
public safety, for the installation o£, yield signs on, any
through highway which has been so declared under sub'..: (3)
and under its exclusive jurisdiction to regulate merging traffic
movements and conflicting movements occurring, within the
intersection of 2 or more highways, Yield signs shall not be
used in lieu of stop signs where a highway directly crosses a
through 2-way, highway . . .

(b) The governing body of any town, city, village or county
may by ordinance or resolution provide for the installation of
yield signs at any intersection over, which it has exclusive
jurisdiction, but if the intersection is part of a through
highway such yield signs can be installed at such intersections
only as provided in par-, (a) .

(8) The governing body of any town, city; village or- county
may by ordinance or, resolution provide for the installation of

349.06 `STATE AND LOCAL POWERS

County can enact and enforce traffic ordinances applicable to town roads . .
64 Atty.. Gen . . 172. .
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(c) Modify any existing speed limit without the consent of
the departmentt except to reduce the speed limit as provided
under sub. (10), or to increase the speed limit stated in s .
346:57 . (4) (e), (f) or (g), or to reduce by 10 miles per hour or
less the speed limit stated in s ,. 346 . . 57.(4) . (a), (b) or (d) to (j), or
to reduce by 15 miles per .- hour or less the speed limit stated in
s . .346 .. 57 (4) (k). Whenever department approval is required,
no signs giving notice of a modification of the speed limit may
be erected until such approval has been received „

(4) The department upon request from any county high-
way committee or local authority shall, or upon its own
initiative may, conduct an investigation of any bridge ; cause-
way, viaduct or structure on any highway . If it finds that any
such structure cannot with safety to itself withstand vehicles
traveling at the speeds otherwise permitted by law or if it finds

. that such structure is substandard as to width and that it is
necessaryy from the standpoint of traffic safety to reduce the
speed of vehicles using ; such structure, the department shall
determine and declare the maximum vehicular speed which
such structure can withstand or which can be maintained in
safety on such structure , When appropriate signs giving
notice of such maximum speed have been erected at a suitable
distance before each end of the structure, such posted speed
limit is the effective speed limit on such structure at all times
when the signs are in place .. The findings and determination
of the , department are conclusive evidence of the maximum
speed which can be maintained withh safety to or on any such
structure ..

(5) Except as provided in sub . (10), the department and
local authorities shall place and maintain upon all highways,
where the speed limit is modified by them pursuant to this
section, standard signs giving notice of such speed .. All speed
limit signs so erected shall conform to the rules of the
department.

(6) No liability shall attach to the department or to any
local authority by reason of the posting of a speed limit
pursuant to this section nor shall such posting guarantee that
the posted speed is reasonable and safe under all conditions . .

(7) The depar tment with respect to the state trunk highway
system and local authorities with respect to highways under
their jurisdiction may increase the speed limits stated in s ..
346.57 (4) (a) and (b), but any speed limit so established shall
not be greater than the speed limit established on the adjoin-
ing sections of the same street or , highway ..

(8) Notwithstanding . the authority otherwise granted to
modify speed restrictions in this section, except as provided in
sub .., (9) and s .. 346 . 57 (4) (gm), the department may not
establish of continue :

(a) A maximum speed limit on any, highway within its
jurisdiction in excess of S5 miles perr hour;

(c) Maximum speed limits which are not uniformly appli-
cable to all types of motor vehicles using a highway , except
that a lower speed limit may.. be established - for any vehicle
operating under a special permit becausee of any weight , or
dimension of such vehicle .

(8m) Notwithstanding the authority otherwise granted to
modify speed restrictions in this section, local authorities may
not establish or continue:

(a) A maximum speed limit on any highway within their
respective jurisdictions in excess of 55 miles per hour ;

(c) Maximum speed limits which are not uniformly appli-
cable to all types of motor vehicles . using a highway, except
that a lower speed limit may be established for, any vehicle
operating under a special permit because of any weight or
dimension of such vehicle,.

(9) The department, with respect to any highway, may alter
speed restrictions during an energy emergency to comply withOf' -,
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system to be a one-way highway or prohibit right or, left turns
at any intersection of one such connecting highway with
another without due regard for the expeditious flow of
intercity traffic using the state trunk highways andd without
first conferring with the department on the .e problems
involved. . .
History: 1973. c . 175 ; 197'7 c ., 29 s. 1654 (3), (8) (a) ; 19'7'1 c . 116, 272..

349.105 Authority : to prohibit- certain traffic on express-
ways and freeways. The authority in charge of maintenance
of an expressway or freeway may, by order, ordinance or
resolution, prohibitthe use of such expressway or, freeway by
pedestrians, persons riding bicycles or other nonmotorized
traffic, or by persons operating mopeds or- motor bicycles .
The state or local authorityy adopting any suchh prohibitory
regulation shall erect and maintain official signs giving notice
thereof on the expressway or freeway to which such prohibi-
tion applies

History: 1983 a . 243,

349.11 Authority to modify , speed ' restrictions . (1) : (a)
Whenever the departmentt with respect to the state trunk
highway system and the local authorities withh respect to
highways under, theirjurisdiction determine upon the basis of
an,engineering and traffic investigation : that any statutory
speed limit is greater, or less than is reasonable or safe under
the conditions found to exist uponn any part of a highway or
that thee actual speed of vehicles upon any part of a highway is
greater or less,than is reasonable and prudent, the department
with respect to the state trunk highway system and the local
authorities with respect to highways under their jurisdiction
may, subject to the limitations set forth in subs .. (2) and (3),
determine and declare a reasonable and safe speed limit on
the highway orb part thereof in question ., When appropriate
signs giving notice of'such speed limit have been erected and
are in place, such speed limit shall be effective at all times or at
such times as indicated by the signs

(b) Whenever the department with respect to the state
trunk highway system determines, upon the basis of an
engineering and traffic investigation, that any statutory mini-
mum speed limit is greater or less than is reasonable or safe
under the conditions found to exist upon any 'part of' a
highway or that the actual minimum speed of vehicles upon
any part of a highway is greater or less than is reasonable and
prudent, the department with respect to the state trunk
highway system may, subject to applicable limitations in
subs .. (2) and (3), determine and declare a reasonable and safe
minimum speed limit on the highway or part thereof' in
question ---,,When appropriate signs .: giving notice of such
minimum speed limit have been erected and are in place such
minimum speed limit shall be effective at all times or at such
times as indicated by the signs . .

(2) The department may not,
(a) Declare a .speed limit which is in excess of'the limits

stated in x : :346 . .57 .(4) (h), except as provided in s, . 346.57 (4)
(gm); or

(b) Modify the limits stated in x : . .346 .57 (4) (c) or 346 .58 (1) ;
OT ''

(c) Modify the statutory speed limit on more than 2,000
miles of state trunk highways . The .first mile outside of and
immediately. adjacent to any incorporated municipality shall
not be counted in computing such 2,000 miles .

(3) Local authorities may not:
(a) Declare a speed limit which is in excess of the limits

stated ins.. 346 . :57 (4) (h) ; or'
(b) Modify the limits stated in s.. 346„57 (4) (c) or 346 .58 (1) ;

STATE AND LOCAL. POWERS 349.11
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tions, night parking regulations or snow emergency regula-
tions are in effect in such city or village

(1g) The department, with respect to state trunk highways
outside of ' corporate limits, and local authorities, with respect
to highways under their jurisdiction including state trunk
highways or connecting highways within corporate limits,
may authorize persons whose residences abut a highway in a
zone where the time of parking is limited by official signs ,
markers or parking meters to park their vehicles in the
highway zone without regard to the time limits posted .

(1 m) In addition to the requirements under s .. 346 503 (1m) ,
the department, with respect to state trunk highways outside
of corporate limits and parking facilities under its , jurisdic-
tion, and local authorities, with respect to highways under
their jurisdiction including state trunk highways or connect-
ing highways within corporate limits and parking facilities
within corporate limits, may, by official traffic signs indicat-
ing the restriction, prohibit parking, stopping or standing
upon any portion of a street, highway or parking facility
reserved for any vehicle bearing special registration plates
issued under s .: 341 :. 14 (1), (la), (le),(lm), (lq) or (It) (a) or a
motor vehicle, other than a motorcycle, upon which a special
identification card issued under s .. 343 51 is displayed or any
vehicle registered in another jurisdiction and displaying a
registration plate, card or emblem issued by the other juris-
diction which designates the vehicle as a vehicle used by a
physically disabled person .

(2) Except as provided in this subsection, neither the
department nor local authorities may extend stopping, stand-
ing or parking privileges to areas where stopping , standing or
parking is prohibited by ch . .346.. The department and local
authorities, with respect to highways under their respective
jurisdictions as described in sub , . (1) may :

(a) Permit parking on sidewalk areas when such parking
will not unduly interfere with pedestrian traffic ;

(b) Permit parking on the roadway side of', other, parked
vehicles when such double , packing will not unduly interfere
with the flow of' vehiculax traffic;

(c) Permit parking closer than 15 feet to the end of a safety
zone when suchh parking will not unduly interfere with the
flow of vehicular traffic ;

. (d) Designate parking upon the left side of Gone-way street
or, roadway instead of the right side or permit parking on
both sides;

(e) Designate angle parking on any roadway under its
jurisdiction .

(f) Permit parking of' any vehicle or of school buses only on
the near side of'specfied highways adjacent to schoolhouses
in 1st class cities during specified hours when the common
council of' any : sueh city by ordinance so directs

(3) Whenever any traffic officer finds a vehicle standing
upon a highway in violation of a prohibition, limitation or
restriction on stopping, standing or parking imposed under
eh 346 or this section, the traffic officer is authorized to move
the vehicle or to require the operator in charge thereof to
move the vehicle to a position where parking is permitted or
to either private or public parking of storage premises . The
removal may be performed by, or under the direction of, the
traffic officer or may be contracted for by local authorities .
Any charges for removal shall be regulated by local ocdi-
nance . The operator or owner : of the vehicle removed shall
pay the reasonable charges for moving or towing or any
storage involved based upon the ordinance

(3m) No vehicle involved in trespass parking on a private
packing lot or facility shall be removed without the permis-
sion of the vehicle owner, except upon the issuance of a

349.13 Authority to regulate the stopping, standing or
parking of vehicles. (1) The department with respect to state
trunk highways outside of corporate limits and the local
authorities with respect to highways under their ,jurisdiction,
including state trunk highways or connecting highways
within corporate limits, may, within the reasonable exercise
of the police power, prohibit, limit the time of or otherwise
restrict the stopping ; standing or' parking of vehicles beyond
thee prohibitions, limitations or restrictions imposed by ch
346, except that they may not modify the exceptions set forth
in s_146,50, The department may also restrict or prohibit the
stopping; standing or parking of vehicles on anyy part of 'a
state trunk highway or connecting highway within corporate
limits if the local authority having jurisdiction hass not
enacted any stopping, standing ox parking regulation appli-
cable to the highway` or, part thereof in question. The
authority granted by this subsection may be delegated to a
traffic officer or to the officer in charge of the maintenance of
the highway in question, but no prohibition, limitation or
restriction on parking imposed under' this section is effective
unless official traffic signs or markers or parking meters have
been placed or erected indicating the particular prohibition,
limitation or restriction except that parking regulations
which prohibit, limit or restrict the parking of'vehicies for any
period longer than 24 consecutive hours, during any hours
between 12 midnight and 7 a.m . ; or any portion thereof' or
during a snow emergency as determined by the city or village,
shall be effective in cities and villages upon atwo-thirds vote
of their respective governing bodies notwithstanding this
subsection and 's„ 346 .02 (7) when official traffic signs have
been placed or erected at or reasonably near the corporate
limits of such city or village on all state and county trunk
`highways and connecting highways, as the latter are defined
in s.. 86,32, informing motorists that 24-hour parking' limita-

349.11 STATE AND LOCAL POWERS

federal law or if the department finds that extraordinary
circumstances in this state require such alteration.. All
decisions made by the department under this subsection will
be subject to revieww by the joint committee for review of
administrative rules in accordance with s 227 . . 26 . .

(10) Notwithstanding any speed limits imposed under this
section or under s . 346 . 57, if a highway is being constructed,
reconstructed, maintained or repaired, local authorities with
respect to highways under their jurisdiction and any county
highway committee performing maintenance on the state
trunk highway system under s . 84.07 may, for the safety of' the
highway construction and maintenance workers, pedestrians
and highway users, post a ' temporary speed limit less than the
speed limit imposed under this section orunder s . 346 . 57 . The
temporary limits may be posted only during periods when
actual construction, reconstruction, maintenance or repair is
taking place . Temporary speed limits imposed under this
subsection may be posted with portable signs :

History: . 1971 c, 38; 19 7 3 c . . 157 ; 1975 c 25; 1977 c . 29 s 1654 (8) (a); 1977
c. .30 s . 5 ; 1977 c 67, 20 .3, 418; 1979 c . 213; .1983 a 54; 1985 a 182 s . 57; 1987 a.
17, 219; 1989 a . . 31,

349.12 Authority to designate no-passing zones . The de-
partment; county highway committees and local authorities,
in regard to highways-under their respective jurisdictions,
may determine, in accordance with standards and procedures
adopted by the department, where overtaking or passing or
driving to the left of' the center of the roadway would be
especially hazardous and may, by signs approved by the
department or by a 'yellow unbroken line on the pavement on
the right-hand side of and ' adjacent to the center line or a lane
line of a roadway, indicate the beginning and end of such
zones

History: 191'7 c: 29 s 1654 (8) (a); 19' 79 c 7 6,
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maintenance, repair and construction, for meeting the cost of
traffic and parking regulation, for the purchase and opera-
tion of publicly-owned off-street parking facilities, and for
such other, expenses and purposes as the local authority
deems reasonably necessary to provide for the convenience,
safety and welfare of persons using the streets and highways
for vehicular traffic .

349 .145 Authority to establish disabled parking enforce-
ment assistance councils . Any city, village or county may by
ordinance or resolution establish a disabled parking enforce-
ment assistance council .. The majority of such a council shall
be appointed by the local authorities from among those
residents of the city, village or county to whom or on whose
behalf the department has issued a special registration plate
under s . .341 .14 (1) to (If) or a special identification card
under s. 343 . .51 . .Members of such a council may report
violations of parking regulations under s . .346..505 . (2) or
ordinances in conformity therewith to a traffic officer of the
city, village or county as provided in s . .346 .505 (3) .

Hi story: 1987 a . 260

349 . 15 Authority to modify weight limitations and classify
highways . (1) The limitations on size and weight imposed by
ch: 348 are lawful throughout the state and local authorities
may not alter : such limitations except as otherwise provided in
this chapter

(2) The county highway committee with respect to the
county trunk highway system, and the local authorities with
respect to highways maintained by them may designate all or
parts of such highways to be class "B" highways fox the
purpose of''putting,into ef'f'ect the weight limitations set forth
ins ' .:348 ..16; except that no portion of any such highway
which is a state trunk highway or connecting highway may be
so designated

(3) Any city of the first class may, with respect to the streets
of such city, by ordinance increase the maximum weight
,limitationss specified in ss . 348 .15 and 348 .16.

History : . 1977 c 29 s . 1654 (3),
The police power under this section need not be based on the condition of

the roadbed, but may be exercised to promote the general welfare of the public .
66 Atty, Gen 110 .

349 .16 Authority to impose special or , seasonal weight
limitations . (1) The officer in charge of'maintenance in case of
highways maintained by a town, city or village, the county
highway commissioner or county highway committee in the
case of highways maintained by the county and the depart-
ment in the case of highways maintained by thee state may :

(a) Impose special weight limitations on any such highway
or portion thereof which, because of weakness of the roadbed
due to deterioration or climatic conditions or other special or
temporary condition, would likely be seriously damaged or,
destroyed in the absence of such special limitations ;

(b) Impose special weight limitations on bridges or culverts
when in its judgment such bridge or culvert cannot safely
sustain the maximum weights permitted by statute ;

(c) Order the owner or operator of any vehicle being
operated on a highway to suspend operation if'in its judgment
such vehicle is causing or likely to cause injury, to such
highway oxr is visibly injuring the permanence thereof' or the
public investment therein, except when s . 84.20 is applicable
or when the vehicle is being operated pursuant to a contract
which provides that the governmental unit will be reimbursed
for any damage done to thee highway .: . Traffic officers also
may order suspension of operation under the circumstances
and subject to the limitations stated in this paragraph,

(2) Imposition of'the special weight limitations authorized
by sub . . (1) (a) shall be done by erecting signs on or along the

repossession judgment or upon formal complaint and a
citation for illegal parking issued by a traffic or police officer ' . .

(4) . In counties having a population of 500,000 or more
whenever any traffic officer finds a vehicle disabled so as to
cause a hazard on any portion of the interstate system,
limited access highway or any expressway, even though it
may be impossible for the operator to avoid stopping or
temporarily leaving the vehicle thereon, the countyy may
remove such vehicle to a position where parking is permitted
or to either private orpublic parking orstorage premises . The
removal may be performed by such officer or under his
direction or such removal may be contracted for by such
counties and any charges shall be regulated by ordinance . .
The operator or owner of 'the vehicle removed shall pay a
reasonable charge for moving or towing or any storage
involved based upon said ordinance

(5) (a) No person, who removes or ` stores a vehicle under
subs. (3) to (4) or otherwise at the request of 'a law enforce-
ment officer, may incur any civil liability for the act, except
for civil liability for failure to exercise reasonable care in the
performance of the act or for conduct that is wilful, wanton
or malicious

(b) 1 :: As used in this paragraph
a . "Personal property" means all property within the

vehicle which is not mounted, attached or affixed to the
vehicle,

b "Proper identification" means identification which
would be sufficient to establish ownership to release the
vehicle,

2.. A person who has custody of ' a vehicle removed or stored
under subs .. (3) to (4) or otherwise at the request of 'a law
enforcement officer shall release the personal property within
the vehicle to the owner of the vehicle during regular office
hours upon presentation by the owner of proper
identification.

3 No charge may be `assessed against the `owner for the
removal or release of the personal property .

4 If the owner removes the personal property from a
motor vehicle under this paragraph, the vehicle shall be
deemed abandoned unless the person enters into a written
agreement to pay the full charges for towing and storage . The
owner_shall be informed of this subdivision by the person who
has custody of the vehicle before the property is released;, A
vehicle deemed abandoned under this subdivision may be
disposed of as are other abandoned vehicles by the local
authority .

5 The personal property is subject to forfe iture under ss .
161 .55 to 16 1 . 56 and 973,075 to 973 . .077..

History : 1973c. 248; 1 9 '15 c 299 ; 1977c . 29 ss , 1654(3),(8) (a), 1656 (43) ;
1977 c 1 1 6, 272, 418 ; 1979 c.. 34, 59, 231, 276, 325; 1981 c 227; 1981 c. 255 ss .
10, 11, 13;1983 a 77 s., 1. 5 ;, :1983 a . 213; 1985 a, 29 ; , 1985 a 87 s. 5; 1989 a 304 .

Legislative Council Note, 1977: The last 2 sentences of sub . . (1) are elimi-
nated as unnecessary These sentences contain explanations of what is meant
by a sign which indicates that stopping or standingg is prohibited and what: is
meant by a sign prohibiting parking . . Although these explanations attempt to
explain the conduct required of'moto tists by these signs, they do not define the
key terms, "park or parking" and "stand or standing" In place of these expla-
nations ;, definitions of the terms "park or parking" and "stand or standing"
are created in 340 01 (42m) and (59m) in this bill , " "Stop" is presently defined
ins. 34001 (fi2) , [Bill 465-A]' -

See note to Art. I, sec . . 1, citing Sutton v City of ' Milwaukee, 6'72 F (2d) 644
(1982)

349.14 Authority to use parking meters . (1) It is the public
policy of.' this state that the use of parking meters by cities,
villages and counties to measure the time for parking vehicles
is a local matter to be determined by the local authorities .,

(2) ' Cities, villages and counties may by ordinance or
resolution provide for the installation and operation of
parking meters and may provide for the use of the revenue
collected from such meters for general street and highway
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(2) (a) Except as provided in par : (b), any city, town or
village may by ordinance regulatee the operation of bicycles
and motor bicycles and requiree registration of any bicycle or
motor bicycle owned by a resident of the city, town or village,
including the payment of a registration fee ..

(b) A city, town or village may not prohibit the use of a
bicycle equipped as providedd in s . 346,79 (2) (b) to carry or
transport a child in addition to the operator of the bicycle .

(3) Any county, by ordinance, may require the registration
of any bicycle or motor bicycle owned by a resident of the
county if the bicycle or motor bicycle is not subject to
registration under sub . (2) . Such ordinance does not apply to
any bicycle or motorr bicycle subject to registration under sub ..
(2), even if the effective date of the ordinance under sub .. (2) is
later than the effective date, of the county ordinance . A
county may charge a fee for he registration .

Hi story: 1 977 c.. 116, 288; 1983 a . 243, 288, 343, 538; 1985 a . . 135, 197, 298,
332 ; 1 989 a 167

Cities and villages cannot license bicyclists, create bicycle courts or im-
pound bicycles in the absence of expresss legislative authorization . 66 Atty .
Gen . 99 .

349 . 185 Authority to regulate certain events and pedestri-
ans. The authority in charge of the maintenance of a highway
mayy by order, ordinance or resolution :

(1) . Regulate community events or celebrations, proces-
sions or` assemblages on the highways, subject to s . 84.07 (4) .

(2) Regulate thee traffic of pedestrians upon highways
within its jurisdiction, including the prohibition of'pedestrian
crossings at places otherwise permitted by law and the
erection of signs indicating such prohibition,
History: 1977'c. ] 1 6 ss . 14, 15 ; 1989 a . 31

349.19 Authority to require accident reports. Any city,
village, town or, county : may by ordinance require the opera-
tor of a vehicle- involved in an accident to file with a
designated municipal department or officer a report of'such
accident or a copy of any report required to be filed with the
department . All such reports are for, the confidential use of
such department or officer and are otherwise subject to s . .
346.73 :

Hi s tory: 1 97 1 c 164; 1977 a 29 s 1 654 (7) (a),

349 . 20 Authority to prohibit use of bridges for fishing or
swimming. The authority in charge of maintenance of 'a
highway on which is located a bridge or approach thereto
which'constitute an undue traffic hazard, if'usedby pedestri-
ans for the purpose of fishing or swimming, may erect signs
prohibiting the fishing or swimming off' of such bridge or
approach..

349 . 21 Authority to regulate school bus warning lights . (1)
The governing bodyy of any town, city, village ox county may
by ordinance provide for the use of flashingg red warning
lights by school bus operators in a residence or business
district when pupils or other authorized passengers are to be
loaded or, unloaded at a location at which there are no traffic
signals and such persons must cross the street or highway
before being loaded or after being unloaded .,

(2) The governing body of any town, city, village or county
may, by ordinance, prohibit the use of flashing red warning
lights by school bus operators when pupils or other autho-
rized passengers are loaded or unloaded directly from or onto
the school grounds or that portion of the right-of-way
between the roadway and the school grounds in a zone
designated by "school" warning signs as provided in s . 118 08
(1) in which a street ox highway borders the grounds of a
school,

History: 1973 'c . 93 ; 1987 a 1255

highway on, which it is desired to impose the limitation
sufficient to give reasonable notice that a speciall weight
limitation is in effect and the nature of that limitation .,
Imposition of the special weight limitations authorized . by
sub. (1) (b) shall be done by erecting signs before each end of
the : bridgee or culvert: to which the weight limitationn applies
sufficient to give reasonable notice that a special weight
limitation is in effect and the nature of that limitation . All
weight limitation signs and their erection shall comply with
the rules of the department and shall be standard throughout
the state,

(3) The authorityy in charge of the maintenance of the
highway may exempt vehicles carrying certain commodities
specified by the authority or, which are used to perform
certain services specified by the authority, including but not
limited to pumping septic or holding tanks, from the special
weight limitations which are imposed under sub . (1) (a), or
may set different weight limitations than those imposed
under sub„ (1) (a) for vehicles carrying those commodities or
which are used toperform those services, if such exemption or
limitation is reasonable and necessary to promote the public
health, safety and welfare, .
History : 1'975 c .. 141 ; 1977 c: :29's 1654 (8) (a); 1977 c.. 435 ; 1983 a.. :307.

349.17 Authority of cities and vi llages to regulateheavy
traffic. (1 ) Any city or' villagemay by ordinance or resolution
designate any street or highway under its jurisdiction as a
heavy traffic route and . designate the type and character of
Vehicles which may be operated thereon . Such city or village
may restrict or, prohibit heavy traffic from using other streets
or, highways under its jurisdiction except that it may not place
such restrictions on streets or highways over, which are routed
state trunk highways and may not prohibit heavy traffic from
using a street or, highway for the purpose of obtaining orders
for' supplies or moving or delivering supplies or commodities
to or from any place: of business or residence which has an
entrance on such street or ., highway, Whenever a city or
village designates any street or highway under its jurisdiction
as a heavy traffic route, it shall cause appropriate signs to be
erected giving notice thereof

(2) In this section, °`heavy traffic" means all vehicles not
operating completely on pneumatic tires and all vehicles or
combination of vehicles, other than motor buses, designed or
used for transporting property 'of any nature and having a
-gross weight of more than 6,000 pounds ..
History: 1977 c .. 116. .
Legislative Council Note , 1977: Sub . (1) auth orizes cities and villages to

designate any street as a heavy traffic ro ute. As defined in s.. 340 .01 (64), th e
term "street" means every, highway within the corporate limits of a city or
village except alleys. B y adding "or highway" after "street", s . 349 .17 (1) au-
thorizes achy or, village to pro h ibit heavy traffic from using any street or alley
which has not been designa ted as a heavy traffic route unless such street or
alley is being ,used to obtain orders for supp l ies or to deliver, supplies or com-
modities to or from a place of business or residence with an entrance on such
street or alley ".` Highway" is defined ins ; 340 .01 (22), to mean "all pub lic ways
and thoroughfares", including alleys [Bill 465-A]

349:18 Additional traffic control authority of counties and
municipalities. (1) Any city or village, by ordinance, may :

(a) Designate the ;number of persons that may ride on a
motor bicycle at any one time and the highways. upon which a
motor bicycle or moped may or may not be operated .

(b) Establish a golfcart crossing point upon : a highway
within its .limits,; An ordinance adopted under, this paragraph
shall require that a golfcart stop and yield the right-of'-way to
all vehicles :appxoaching .on the highway before crossing the
highway"" The ordinance may require that a golf cart be
equipped with reflective devices as specified in the ordinance .
The city or village-shall places sign of'a type approved by the
department to mark the crossing point on both sides of',the
:highway ..
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349. 25 Authority to license hayrack and sleigh rides. (1)
In counties containing a city of the first or second class, the
owner of a vehicle to be operated upon a highway for the
purpose of transporting persons for hire in what is commonly
known as a hayrack ride, a sleigh, boxsled or bobsled ride or a
ride of similar nature and every person who is to operate such
a vehicle shall obtain a license from the county board before
so operating such a vehicle. Any person operating any such
vehicle under the circumstances described without first ob-
taining a license from the county board may be fined not
more than $100 or imprisoned not more than 30 days or both ..

(2) No county board may issue a license fox any of the
vehicles mentioned in sub. . (1) unless the applicant does not
have an arrest or conviction record, subject to ss .. 111 ..321,
111 .322 and 111 . . .335, and until the applicant exhibits proof
that liability insurance will be in force for the protection of
passengers in the minimum amount of $10,000 for any one
passenger and $50,000 for- any single accident .. Section 632 .,24
is applicable to the insurance required under this section,
whether the vehicle is a motor vehicle or is propelled in some
other manner' .. The county board shall set the amount for'
each license issued, not to exceed an amount reasonably
related to the actual and necessary cost of providing the
license„

( 3) The county board may, after notice and hearing ac-
corded the licensee, revoke any license issued by it pursuant
to this section whenever in its judgment the public safety so
requires .

(4) No vehicle licensed pursuant to this section shall be
operated upon a highway for the purpose of transporting
persons for hire unless it is equipped with at least one red
reflector at each of"the 2 rear corners of the vehicle and with at
least one blue reflector at each of the 2 front corners of the

349.23 Authority to designate b icycle lanes and bicycle
ways. (1) The governing body of any city, town, village or
county may by ordinance :

(a) Designate any roadway or, portion thereof' under its
jurisdiction as a bicycle lane„

(b) Designate any sidewalk or portion thereof in its juris-
diction as a bicycle way..

(2) A governing body designating a sidewalk or portion
thereof as a bicycle way or a highway or portion thereof as a
bicycle lane under this section may :

(a) Designate the type and character of vehicles or other
modes of travel which may be operated on a bicycle lane or
bicycle way, provided that the operation of such vehicle or
other' mode of travel is not inconsistent with the safe use and
enjoyment of'the bicycle lane or bicycle way by bicycle traffic,

(b) Establish priority of'right-of-way on the bicycle lane or
bicycle way and otherwise regulate the use of the bicycle lane
or bicycle way as it deems necessary, The designating
governing body may, after public hearing, prohibit through
traffic on any highway or portion thereof designated as a
bicycle lane, except that through traffic may not be prohib-
ited on any state highway . The designating governing body
shall erect and maintain official signs giving notice of the
regulations and priorities established under this paragraph,
and shall mark all bicycle lanes and bicycle ways with
appropriate signs . .

(c) Paint lines or construct curbs or establish other physical
separations to exclude the use of the bicycle lane or bicycle
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349.215 .. Authority to appoint school crossing guards. The
governing body of any city, village, town or county may by
ordinance provide for- the appointment of adult school cross-
ing guards for the protection of persons who are crossing a
highway in the vicinity of a school, The school crossing
guards shall wear insignia or uniforms which designate them
as school crossing guards and shall be equipped with signals
or signs to direct traffic to stop at school crossings .
History : 1979 c. 344.

349 .22 Authority to establish mass transit way . (1) The
department with respect to the state trunk highway system
may by order, and any local authority with respect to
highways under its jurisdiction may by ordinance, designate a
portion of'any highway under its jurisdiction as a mass transit
way, designate the type and character of vehicles which may
be operated thereon and specify those conditions under
which any of said vehicles may be operated thereon . . Ifcar
pool vehicles are permitted to use the mass transit way, the
authority designating the mass transit way may specify the
minimum number of occupants, including the operator, in
the vehicles.. In this section, the department's authority to
designate a mass transit way is limited to freeway entrance
ramps and state trunk highways connecting with or extending
a mass transit way designated by a local authority .,

(2) Whenever the department or local authority designates
any highway or portion thereof under its jurisdiction as a
mass transit way it may establish priority of right-of-way
thereon and make such other regulation of the use of the mass
transit way as it deems necessary . The department or local
authority shall cause appropriate signs to be erected giving
notice of priorities or regulations established under this
subsection ..

(3) The department or local authority designating the mass
transit way may construct curbs, paint lines, erect signs or
establish other physical separations to exclude the use of'the
mass transit way by vehicles other than those specifically
permitted to operate thereon.
History: 1973 c.. 86; 1983 a. . 1 .30..
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way by vehicles other than those specifically permitted to
operate thereon .

(3) The governing body of ' any city, town, village orcounty
may by ordinance prohibit the use of bicycles and motor
bicycles on a roadway over which they have jurisdiction, after
holding a public hear ing on the proposal .

History: 1973 c 87, 182 ; 1977 c . 208 ; 1983 a . 243

LICENSING POWERS

349.24 Authority to license taxicab operators and taxi -
cabs. (1) The council of'any city and every village board may :

(a) Regulate and license chauffeurs and operators of
taxicabs used for hire ;

(b) Regulate and license the taxicab business by licensing
each taxicab used for hire;

(c) Prohibit any person from operating any motor vehicle
for- taxicab purposes upon the highways of such city or village
unless such person is licensed as a chauffeur and operator and
unless such taxicab business is licensed by the licensing of
each taxicab;

(d) Revoke any license mentioned in this section when in its
judgment the public safety so requires .

(2) Any person licensed by any city or village as a chauffeur
and operator shall not be required to procure either, a
chauffeur's and operator's license or a taxicab license in any
other municipality for the purpose of carrying taxicab pas-
sengers for hire from one municipality to another, but this
exception does not permit such chauffeur or operator to
operate a taxicab wholly within the limits of any municipality
in which such chauffeur or operator is not licensed . .

(3) Any person licensed under this section is required to
comply with the licensing requirements of ch 34.3 ..
History : 1 989 a . 105 .
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vehicle and at the front end of the pole or tongue . All such sub. (1) to:be licensed . The actual issuance of'the license may
reflectors shall be of a type approved by the department, be delegated to the county clerk .

(5) The county board in any county not containing a city of
the first or second class may by ordinance require owners and History : 1975 c. 375 s . 44; 1975 c . 421 ; 1977 c 29 s . 1654 (7) (a); 1981 c
operators of vehicles to be used for the purposes specified in 380; 1981 c , 391 s : 211 ; 1983 a 146
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